Cell cycle dynamics: clustering is universal in negative feedback systems.
We study a model of cell cycle ensemble dynamics with cell-cell feedback in which cells in one fixed phase of the cycle S (Signaling) produce chemical agents that affect the growth and development rate of cells that are in another phase R (Responsive). For this type of system there are special periodic solutions that we call k-cyclic or clustered. Biologically, a k-cyclic solution represents k cohorts of synchronized cells spaced nearly evenly around the cell cycle. We show, under very general nonlinear feedback, that for a fixed k the stability of the k-cyclic solutions can be characterized completely in parameter space, a 2 dimensional triangle T. We show that T is naturally partitioned into k(2) sub-triangles on each of which the k-cyclic solutions all have the same stability type. For negative feedback we observe that while the synchronous solution (k = 1) is unstable, regions of stability of k ≥ 2 clustered solutions seem to occupy all of T. We also observe bi-stability or multi-stability for many parameter values in negative feedback systems. Thus in systems with negative feedback we should expect to observe cyclic solutions for some k. This is in contrast to the case of positive feedback, where we observe that the only asymptotically stable periodic orbit is the synchronous solution.